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Critics assail Monsanto as winner of World
Food Prize

Prestigious award’s legitimacy called into question by some, while others say
genetically modified food feeds the world

October 18, 2013 12:00PM ET

by Gavin Aronsen (/profiles/a/gavinaronsen.html)    @garonsen (http://www.twitter.com/garonsen)

DES MOINES, Iowa — On a chilly Wednesday evening downtown, about 100 people watched
a stage where a procession of dance troupes representing nations across Africa
performed. Made up largely of members of the city’s African community, the crowd stood
outside the World Food Prize Hall of Laureates, awaiting the arrival of research scientist
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A research biologist takes samples from genetically modified corn plants in a climate chamber
at Monsanto agribusiness headquarters in St Louis. Brent Stirton/Getty Images
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Charity Mutegi, who was being honored
(http://www.worldfoodprize.org/index.cfm/24667/25372/young_kenyan_woman_named_recipient_of_2013_borlaug_field_award_for_scientific_biological_breakthroughs_combating_deadly_grain_mold)
for a technique she developed to fight deadly grain mold in Kenya.

Nancy Mwirotsi, a Kenyan who runs a small magazine in Des Moines, was excited about the
positive reaction from the youths in attendance.

“They’re refugees,” she said. “They know hunger. They want to know someone is fighting
for them.”

The event was one of the opening-day highlights of this year’s Borlaug Dialogue, the World
Food Prize’s annual symposium, named for Iowan Norman Borlaug, who is considered by
many the father of the Green Revolution and founded the prize a decade and a half after
winning the Nobel Peace Prize in 1970 for his efforts fighting famine in the developing
world.

Often hailed as the Nobel Prize of food, the World Food Prize has received as much
attention this week for its ties to industrial agriculture and genetically modified (GM) crops
as it has for honoring those who feed the world’s poor. The prize has been a lightning rod
for international criticism since June, when it announced as one of its laureates Robert
Fraley, an executive at the biotech corporation Monsanto, which has been at the center of
a number of controversies over GM crops. Fraley shared the honor with Syngenta scientist
Mary-Bell Chilton and Plant Genetic Systems co-founder Marc Van Montagu, fellow
pioneers in the development of high-yield GM crops resistant to disease, pests and harsh
climates.

The prize’s annual symposium arrived on the heels of global protests last Saturday against
Monsanto’s corporate-farming practices
(http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2013/10/12/-march-against-
monsantoralliesactivistsaroundtheglobe.html) and use of GM crops. A campaign called
Occupy the World Food Prize (http://occupytheworldfoodprize.com/) participated in the
march to kick off a week of demonstrations against the prize in Des Moines.

“To me, from a PR perspective, it was a bad decision to have all three of the recipients of
the award from the corporate world,” said Frederick Kirschenmann
(http://www.leopold.iastate.edu/about/staff), a distinguished fellow at Iowa State
University’s Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture in Ames. “They should have
expected this was going to raise serious questions about whether or not they were giving
the impression that the solution (to fighting hunger) is just intensifying industrial
agriculture.”
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Wielding influence

From 1999 to 2011, Monsanto donated $380,000 (PDF)
(http://documents.foodandwaterwatch.org/doc/World_Food_Prize.pdf) to the World
Food Prize Foundation in addition to a $5 million contribution
(http://www.worldfoodprize.org/index.cfm/24667/8178/world_food_prize_receives_5_million_pledge)
in 2008 to help renovate (https://www.worldfoodprize.org/index.cfm?
nodeID=25304&audienceID=1) the Hall of Laureates, a public museum honoring Borlaug.
The donations have prompted accusations
(http://www.jimhightower.com/node/8155) that Monsanto essentially bought Fraley’s
award — a charge denied by the foundation

The foundation’s other major advocates and funders, which include the United States
government and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, have supported the modern
equivalent of the industrial agriculture model that ushered in the Green Revolution in the
1960s. Borlaug won the Nobel Prize for his work fighting famine in the developing world
before the advent of GM crops through large-scale, single-crop farming techniques similar
to those promoted by Monsanto. These techniques, critics argue, reduce biodiversity and
require excessive use of pesticides while focusing too little on local food systems.

“I don’t like what Monsanto does to foist themselves on other countries and on our farmers
... turning agriculture into just another get-rich scheme,” said Janet Klaas, a retired
reference librarian from Ames.

In a Des Moines Methodist church sanctuary on Wednesday, she listened to Texas populist
Jim Hightower rail against corporate agriculture behind an Occupy banner with an image
of a raised fist clenching a carrot and ear of corn.

Last year in Brazil, a court ruled (http://www.upi.com/Business_News/Energy-
Resources/2013/02/22/Monsanto-to-appeal-Brazil-GM-seed-ruling/UPI-39321361557483/)
that Monsanto owed farmers $2 billion for unjustly collecting royalties on soybeans grown
with patented herbicide-resistant Roundup Ready seeds developed by Fraley
(http://www.monsanto.com/whoweare/pages/robert-fraley-bio.aspx). Monsanto is
appealing (http://www.monsanto.com/newsviews/pages/monsanto-continues-to-
pursue-its-appeal-of-patent-term.aspx) the decision. It has faced similar push-back in
other countries, including India (http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/you-have-quit-
europe-now-quit-india-farmers-tell-monsanto/article5004855.ece), from farmers who
have been fearful of ceding their autonomy to a multinational corporation.
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“The predominant position of big corporations — that’s a concern people have that isn’t
actually connected with the technology itself,” said Gary Munkvold, a seed science
professor at Iowa State who believes the World Food Prize was justified in recognizing
Fraley. “I wish we could do a better job of separating those issues.”

On Wednesday, 30 protesters affiliated with Occupy and other progressive groups donned
devil masks and held signs with slogans like “Monsanto seeds poison us” outside the Hall of
Laureates, protesting both issues at once.

David Kaufman, a Des Moines rabbi involved with the city’s Sudanese community who was
at the nearby gathering awaiting Mutegi, said he understood the protest’s message but
disagreed with it.

“Without GMOs, you’d have 10 million dead people,” he said. “That’s the reality.”

Questioning safety

Because GM foods have been on the market for only two decades, scientists are cautious
about making sweeping statements about their safety. For now, the world’s top scientific
and regulatory agencies and most peer-reviewed research consider them safe
(http://www.forbes.com/sites/jonentine/2013/08/29/are-gmos-safe-global-independent-
science-organizations-weigh-in/) for human consumption. Contrary research, such as a
notorious study that found tumors in rats fed Roundup Ready corn, has been strongly
criticized (http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/efsajournal/pub/2986.htm) by the scientific
community.

“There are a lot of misconceptions and a lot of problems that get (wrongly) blamed on
biotechnology,” Munkvold said.

Deborah Vanko, a local activist who helped organize the protest, wasn’t convinced. Like a
majority of Americans (http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/story?id=97567), she favors
laws mandating GM food labeling.

“Humans are lab rats,” she said. “We’ve been eating these foods for years, so we feel that
we’re slowly being poisoned.”

On Monday the World Food Prize laureates spoke at Iowa State, which boasts one of the
nation’s top agriculture programs (http://colleges.usnews.rankingsandreviews.com/best-
colleges/rankings/engineering-doctorate-biological-agricultural). They aggressively
defended their research against claims that GM crops are unsafe.
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“A terrorist — I think he could find some easier way to be antisocial than by modifying
crops,” Chilton joked.

Kirschenmann isn’t opposed to GM crops but believes the World Food Prize could do more
to distance itself from what he calls industrial agriculture’s single-tactic paradigm.

“If they want to be respected in the long term,” he said, “they’re going to have to be more
open to a variety of approaches.”
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Where do you get this idea from? Here's a Monsanto break room vending machine: 

http://imgur.com/7aC5c8S
()

just a perfect example of 'them" playing their own game..
()

They should get the nobel prize for the most manipulating, destroying, lobbying aka. bribing
company of the world!! The top hit company for those who own the planet (60% of all wealth) and are
trying to convince others that we are overpopulated so GMO is fine, it will kill a lot of people. As far as
i know they have tried it on rats and rats didnt last long.. so the humans will ???
()

which is why they held it in Africa over here they would have been crucified MONSANTO SUCKS AND
SOON EVERYONE WILL BE EDUCATED,THEY ARE IN IT FOR THEIR OWN GAIN DO THEY THINK WE ARE
ALL STUPID? They approve their own reports they run honest organic farmers into the ground
wherever and whenever they can and this benefits us how???? do your research people they want to
own it all nd control the whole show unfortunately the US is in bed with them.{They pay them off}
Many other countries are not and hey are totally banned in those countries because the officials know
the harm
()

It was in Des Moines.
()
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GMOs have NOT been shown to be safe. The Monsanto executive who authored the report went to the
Agriculture department and approved her own report. It took 20+ years to recognize that trans fats are
bad for you. Currently we are getting stuffed with high fructose corn fructose. While glucose breaks
down into sucrose and fructose a diet high in fructose is known to cause health problems and that is
what the high fructose corn imposes on consumers. Monsanto is looking to their own pocket book and
couldn't give a dam about public health. They basically controls the Agriculture Department as well
as Congress and books no interference. That's why the 'Monsanto Protection Act" is around—to
benefit Monsanto at the expense of public health.
()

Do shareholders and employee's of Monsanto eat the food they promote?
()

What the world lacks is sustainability, and population stability, not an ever increasing food supply
reliant on unsustainable infustructure that overdevelopment of which would literally destroy our
environment and leave us in an uninhabitable world.
()

That rabbi is an idiot. There's more than enough food in the world to feed everyone if that was
actually the priority it'd be done. Without the excessive amount of food that exists now NOTHING
significant would happen, the only reason people don't eat is because the food is rotting on grocery
store shelves and being thrown away in dumpsters rather than being made into food before it goes
bad by what could be free kitchens for low income people or the homeless or be packaged and
exported to solve hunger problems worldwide. Instead we let it rot. And they say we don't have
enough food? That we need more of this toxic GMO food doused in chemicals? That have been shown
to grow tumors in other mammals like rats? Screw that, Monsanto is doing about as much good for
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food as BP is doing for the quality of life in the gulf of new Mexico.
()

There is plenty of food too bad there is not enough money to buy it! 
()

WHY NOT ADDRESS PEOPLES FEARS? AT LENGTH & LITURGY..WITH DETAILED MICROBIOLOGIE
()

because if they did that our fears would be justified?
()

Monsanto, the after birth of the nazi eugenics in agriculture. How the religious establishment can
tolerate them who play god with food and the lives of humanity is beyond understanding.
()

If it is the case Monsanto should receive an award then Lance Armstrong should be acquitted of
charges and all his awards reinstated. At the end of the day the similarities are great and differences
few.
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()

I am in remission with Non Hodgkins lymphoma. I was diagnosed 5 years ago. Monsanto is corrupted
with greed. The government abides. I was tested and have high levels of PCBs in my blood. I did use
Round up alot. PCBs causes cancer, mostly blood cancers like I have. Monsanto made 99% of PCBs.
Fortunately it was banned but is still around in the food chain,water,soil and air. The think earth
should start preparing for global health care...cause the next generation is gonna need it. It could
already been baked in the cake: The human sub genome. It can affect future generations...like the
children of Agent orange. Another product by Monsanto.
()

There is no PCBs in Round up. Monsanto was only one of several companies that made
PCBs and there are not huge amounts of them everywhere. 

The discussion is NOT about what Monsanto did 30 or more years ago, it is about how they
are helping to feed the world and to improve the environment 
()

Do you eat GMO's?
()

Projected US 2013 corn harvest 369 million tons, and that was during the worst drought in decades.
Naysayers have had years to come up with proof of any adverse effects of GMO. Nothing yet. The
Chinese import millions of tons of corn from the US annually. The US donates $2 billion every year, far
more than any other country to the UN food aid program.
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()

To the last quoted's point, the World Food Prize has in fact honored people in a vast array of areas
over the past 27 years, including microcredit, policy, grassroots advocacy, biocontrol methods,
traditional plant breeding, animal science, infrastructure, and much more. www.worldfoodpr-
ize.org/laureates.
()

Monsanto is the enemy, to humans and our environment. Monsanto genetically modified seeds are
resistant to their own brand of pesticide, Round-up. If you don't see the inherent corruption in this
system, you are blind. Monsanto, Syngenta, DuPont, etc want the world's seeds to be purchased from
them. Their greed is poisoning our bodies and ecosystems, we must resist.
()

"Their greed is poisoning our bodies and ecosystems, we must resist." 

That is sheer poppycock! Crops grown with Round-Up ready seeds produce huge crops
because the crop remains weed free. You're not being greedy when farmers WANT your
seeds to grow more bountiful crops. BTW, these are genetically engineered seeds. GMO
seeds include those developed by selective plant breeders and those are definitely NOT
genetically engineered.
()

Not necessarily. So much spray is being used that the bugs are actually adapting;
Monsanto wants to introduce stronger chemicals. The company monopolizes the corn and
soy industry - is trying to control the seed market in the US and India, not to prevent
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starvation, but to make profit! 

Besides, food abundance is not the problem - distribution is.
()

Here is a good video on GM foods. https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_-
embedded&v=cocp7utUy64
()

Its a controversial topic to be sure. The question remains: do we support the exponential growth of
our population by making consessions in the GM regulatory debate, or do we handle it some other
way?
()

BE VERSED: Monsanto is creating a world wide food crisis for the sake of blind greed. 
Monsanto GMO foods represent a profound danger to humanity: 
http://gmosummit.org/?orid=89790&opid=56 
()

The quality or safety of such foods may or may not be acceptable, but I think the bigger issue is that a
corporation can now charge royalties to farmers for using its seeds, and can even sue them for using
seeds from current crops to grow future crops. In other words, like many other situations in our life,
corporations can now even control our access to food.
()
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Fernando F. 349 days ago

  2 replies +3

Ryan Knott 349 days ago

  1 reply 1

Mav Ulous 349 days ago

  0

if Monsanto crops didn't need pesticides that could be an accomplishment. But they require their own
brand of pesticide, in huge amounts. Plus they don't yield more food. I read that is even less than
standard crops. What make all this look like a world wide scam to me.
()

You are confusing Herbicides and Pesticide. Most of there corn is insect resistant. But you
cant modify a seed to prevent a weed from growing next to it.
()

You modify a seed so that you can spray the resulting plant with Round-Up ( glyphosate )
and not kill the plant.
()
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